











                                     TRANSFORMERS: Loss Versus Gain







          Columns of acrid smoke rose from the charred ruins that once were part of a city that had stood for eons, and withstood past conflicts with ease. This time however, the survival of the great metropolis was not meant to be, it’s intricate features now lost in rubble and infernos with weapons fire still heard in the distance. What was once a pinnacle of early Cybertronian architecture and design was now nothing but ashes.
          Skystorm just stood there staring at the ruins, in disbelief at the amount of damage done to the city - his city - Polyhex. He knew that for some time now, the separatist forces had been planning another assault, but didn’t think they would continue with the destruction of whole cities. First it was New Iacon, then Telex, and now Polyhex. The beating that Cybertron had taken in recent months had been extreme. Three quarters of the planet could not be properly inhabited or usable anymore, with most of his forces have fled and were now using Junkion as a base of operations.
          The separatists had even destroyed the planet Charr, it’s remnants now a massive asteroid field. The war had not been going well, and Skystorm knew it was only a matter of time before the possibility of defeat became a reality. He was never one to doubt himself, but now couldn’t help but question his own leadership leading up to this. 
         “I have somehow led all of us astray.” he said out loud, as a couple of explosions rang out nearby. His comlink suddenly interrupted his train of thought.
          Skystorm tapped the comm. “Go ahead.” he said with little enthousiasm. On the other end was the frantic voice of Rangefinder, who was normally a very calm individual. His voice projected so loudly, the transmission was almost garbled. 
         “Separist forces have breached the base! We can't hold out much--” a loud explosion in the background cut off the comm, and it went dead instantly. Skystorm knew this was really bad. If the separatists took control of his base, they would be in total control of Cybertron. Not wasting any time, and not wanting to be located too quickly by using the phase-shift, he transformed and jetted off towards the base.

           Saying that the headquarters was in shambles would have been quite the understatement. Separatist forces were still bombarding the base, whose outer structure had been breached in many places. Forces loyal to the Cybertronian Order were still firing back, but with little effect. As he completed a quick scan on his approach, Skystorm targeted any and all separatists that were making a final push on the massive structure. Letting loose a barrage of plasma bolts from his wing emitters, two enemy troops were taken out immediately, and two more were damaged. He managed to strafe one more, then descended over the main tower before transforming to his robot mode in midair, and landing with a loud thud in front of a group of enemy forces.
           The separatist platoon opened fire almost immediately, scoring a few hits on the Order leader, sending him stumbling backwards ever so slightly. Skystorm responded by focusing all his mental energies as much as possible. The result was his optics turning a dark shade of purple, before bolts of pure energy that resembled lightning shot outwards and struck the platoon, instantly frying half of them, the others regrouping for better cover. Suddenly, a large explosion to the rear knocked Skystorm off his feet and sent him sliding into a large piece of
rubble with a crash.
           “Unh....orbital bombardment.” he mumbled as he got back to his feet, and ran for the control tower, now in flames. Upon entry, he found Microrod slumped over a stationary defence turret dead, multiple wounds leaking energon and his body charred in places. Making his way into the command area, he was surprised to see the Aquacons still intact, working the controls to the last, and still making the remaining base defenses fire on the enemy outside. He paused before addressing them. 
          “Aquacons, we must retreat to Junkion. Cybertron.....is lost....” he said as he trailed off, the others now turned in attention, stunned. No one said anything until Seastorm opened a comm channel. 
          “This is Seastorm to all loyal forces. The order is....retreat. I say again, retreat. All forces rendezvous at our base on Junkion. Out.” he said, his voice full of sadness. 
          Skystorm knew they would all rather fight til the last, but now was not the time. 
          “To the ships.” was all he said before turning and heading to the escape elevator, which still functioned. The others fell in behind him and crammed the elevator. The trip to the lower hangar was short, and there was one ship ready and waiting. They all hurried aboard to find a handful of others that had survived the initial assault waiting and eager to depart. When everyone took their places, the ship blasted off and jetted out of the massive hangar with ease, the doors blasted open when the conflict began. Soon they were far enough from Cybertron to ease a little apprehension on the way to Junkion. Cutter spoke up after a period of silence. 
          “We failed to hold them off. We lost Cybertron.” he mumbled. 
          Skystorm looked at the smallest of the Aquacons who he knew fought with the most guile and determination as he had countless times before.
          “The loss of Cybertron is no one’s burden but my own.” he began. “My faulty leadership doomed us when I allowed the separatist movement to start, and my leadership doomed us when I gave them concessions to keep them one with us, resulting in them arming up and attacking their own comrades. I must bear these defeats alone. It is up to the rest of you to--” his speech was cut off by the ship violently shaking, throwing him into a bulkhead, and the others onto the floor of the command deck. 
           “We’re under attack!!” yelled Shroud from his station. Skystorm shook his head, his optics now glowing a bright red, anger filling him as well as more doubt and more questions.
            He turned to Seastorm, who had made his way back into his seat at his station, checking the controls. 
          “Continue to Junkion, Seastorm. I’ll take care of those who followed us, and meet up with all of you at a later time.” he said, making no time for a debate as he hurried to the nearest boarding hatch, exiting out into space to engage the attackers. The massing of forces at Junkion was the last hope, and the shuttle had to make it there to deliver the Aquacons and the other survivors from Cybertron. Skystorm knew the attackers would follow him and try to use their
numbers to overwhelm and pick him apart, piece by piece.
           Engaging some thrust from his leg jets, he accelerated towards the small armada of separatists, focusing all his energy in front of him. His arms now outstretched in front of him, his thoughts began to manifest the energy into a massive arc-shaped wave that was like a shield. Skystorm charged into the armada directly, using the energy arc as his leading edge. The arc tore into the enemy forces easily, killing several of them insantly by overheating and burning them to a crisp, their hulks drifting helpless as their sparks exited hastily.
           More were damaged, but Skystorm didn’t stop, and they turned around and began to follow him exactly as he predicted. The score of separatists got closer with every second that passed, occasionally taking a pot shot at him, and missing.
          ‘End of the road.’ he thought as his mind raced ahead with a plan. Still using the energy arc, he focused on opening a phase shift portal directly ahead, hoping his pursuers would keep on coming. Skystorm looked back quickly to find out. From the looks of it, they were accelerating. 
          ‘Good.’ he thought, ready to execute the rest of his plan before anything else happened. The phase shift portal opened ahead of him, it’s swirling purple form somewhat beautiful, if not powerfully destructive if it had to be. He plunged into the vortex, and released the energy arc backwards just as the others were about to enter. As he phase-shifted to safety, the vortex crackled and exploded outwards in a huge light show that destroyed the foolish attackers, and spread their mangled, wrecked bodies strewn about the vicinity, their sparks lost in limbo. The shuttle had been saved, and now had a clear path to Junkion to rendezvous with the others and work on a plan to reclaim Cybertron.

            He stood there quietly, assessing his battle damage while gazing up at the three moons that orbited the planet he was on, a place where he would come from time to time to find clarity and peace when he was short on both. This time however, he could find no clarity whatsoever, weighted down by the doubt that refused to leave his mind. For years now, nothing had gone right. A small bunch of Cybertronian malcontents had turned into a separatist force to be reckoned with, all because he offered them too much to avoid a war, only to watch them bide their time before executing their first strike.
           And what had he done since then? Nothing. Pointless skirmishes that accomplished nothing but push himself and loyal Cybertronians further away from their world, now a charred battleground that didn’t resemble much else. He knew that one more defeat could mean almost certain victory for the separatists.There weren’t very many options available at this point, and the one option that was remotely attractive - traveling into another realm and bringing help to affect the balance of power - which was not viable at all - as he had learned the repercussions
from tampering with other realms could be extreme to say the least.
          Skystorm knew he couldn’t continue to lead his Order at this time, as his poor decisions could put the rest of the conflict in serious jeopardy. He was not willing to lead more good Cybertronians into a hopeless battle. Gone were the days of unity and common goals. All would have to be started over again, as in times past. It almost seemed as if the Golden Era would never be duplicated, a relic of times past.
          He thought about all the comrades that were lost in this war to date, and the ones that may have been left behind, to fight alone, in vain. There were no easy answers to why this had to happen, only new questions, and new doubts. Thinking back to his more reckless days before as well as after the end of the Cybertronian War and Unicron’s siege, he began to wonder if somehow he went wrong then, leading him down the wrong path. After all, as Whiterod, he was responsible for a few needless Autobot deaths, all because he thought
that his plans were right, above all else.
          Unfortunately, he was unable to bring any of them back, no matter how they met their end. Skystorm knew his powers had limits, and could only make things worse at this point. For now, there was only one clear course of action: self imposed exile to this realm. 
         “I’ll send an encrypted message to Junkion shortly.” he muttered, walking off into the plains, the three moons still bright in the sky. There was a silence across the land that gave him some relief as well as clarity, a calm that was hard to find on a lot of other worlds, but not this one, in a realm that only he knew of.

          The shuttle came to a screeching halt in the midst of a massive open area made of junk. The ship’s damage was heavy, but it still made the trip, as did everyone on board. With the boarding ramp heavily damaged, the main hatch opened slowly with the occupants of the vehicle jumping out onto Junkion’s surface.
          Seastorm was the first off, and he immediately went to find some of the others, ordering the rest of the contingent to stay near the ship for now. With Skystorm absent, Seastorm was in command for the time being. He didn’t have to go too far to find some of the others, having wandered over to the temporary base of operations. He was about to address some of the other Cybertronians that were manning the stations, when a familiar face hurriedly walked up to him, optics glowing brightly. 
         “Seastorm. I have an urgent message for you from the boss.” said Shroud, a past Decepticon who was quite skillful at reconnaissance and intelligence, and served the cause well back in the day.
          Seastorm nodded as Shroud handed him a data disc. He walked over to an open station, inserting the disc into the reader next to the monitor. An image of Skystorm popped up on the screen, and shortly thereafter, the message began. 
         “After much thought and some quiet reflection in a far away realm, I have decided to impose exile on myself. I am no longer fit to lead, nor do I wish to harm Cybertronians any further. You are in command now. Succeed where I have failed. Finish what I have started. Most importantly, do it for Cybertron.” Skystorm’s voice trailed off before the screen
went blank. 
          Seastorm’s head lowered a bit before he left the comm station, and turned to face Shroud again. The former Decepticon spy wasted no time in trying to figure out what was in the message. 
          “Well? What’s the word?” he queried. “When is the boss coming back?” 
          Seastorm’s optics flickered briefly, and he considered his response for a moment. 
         “The boss,” he began, “Is never coming back.” his voice showing signs of disbelief.  
          Shroud’s optics faded for a moment at the word, and he didn’t know what to say. The others in the command area had heard the words as well, and everything had come to a stop, and everyone was standing.
                                             
           “Freeze here.” he said, walking into the command area as the door noisily closed with a loud thud behind him. Nothing moved now, except his smaller form, looking around with curiosity and interest at the others, frozen in place. Now that he had seen everything happen to its entirety, he was content to end it and move on, his research over for the time being. After one last look around, he gave the order to the computer. 
           “End simulation, and save.” said Microrod, as computer noises were heard before the command area vanished to reveal a large, square room, with grey mechanical walls and a high ceiling. Rather than leave the simulation room, he silently reflected on how everything would work with a separatist rebellion, much like the Cybertronian Wars of days past. However, he cared little to repeat any history, and was content to keep the present the way it was, and let the past be the past. For now, he had more important things to take care of.
                                          
		                    

                                                           THE END.

